
ANNUAL REPORT OF GENDER SENSITIZATION COMMITTEE (2020-21) 

Haldi Kumkum program during Makar Sankranti 

The Gender Sensitization Committee of the D.Y.Patil School of Medicine and Hospital followed the 

annual tradition of Haldi Kumkum and participated actively in the social gathering that was filled 

with games, snacks and stalls selling indigenous handicrafts that showcased saris, bags and clothes 

made by local owned businesses. 

 

 

 



Navratri: Power of Nine Initiative 

The DY Patil Faculty filled the college with the colours of Navratri this year as they dressed to 

impress and co-ordinated their outfits to match each day's shade. Various departments sent in 

photographs and the departments of Paediatrics and Anatomy stood out for their dedication to the 

colour scheme. 

 



  

 

E-Poster Competition 

We challenged the creativity of the participants in this event, the theme of which was ‘ Leadership 

roles of women in COVID-19’ and they did not disappoint! It was our way of appreciating the efforts 

of women in overcoming the difficulties of a pandemic. All the posters were meaningful, the ones 

that stood out to the judges were poster by  Mansi Govalkar B.Sc ANT (AHS) who won the first place 

and Disha Borkar, 2nd year Nursing won 2nd place. 

 

Gender Sensitization during foundation course 

Gender sensitization talk was  given by Dr.Violet Pinto during Foundation Course for 1 MBBS 2020- 

2021 batch. 

The talk began with a short introduction to the topic. Students were given sensitization on gender 

related issues like bias, discrimination, equality and empowerment , gender and health.Need for and 

issues related to Gender sensitization were discussed. 

Role of a medical professional was addressed.There was active participation of students in the 

session, Q and A round, students perception and attitudes. 



 

 

Saguna Bagh 

The committee took a well earned retreat to the peaceful foothills of Matheran to witness all the 

beauty this eco-friendly farm has to offer. Surrounded by magnificent flora and the Ulhas River, this 

was the ideal weekend getaway. 

 

 

Gender Sensitization in IRIS Magazine  

With a aim reach to maximum students and staff an Article on gender sensitization was also 

published in the annually students magazine IRIS 2021 . It contained a short introduction of the 

topic and its importance, also including a gist of the activities conducted in the past year .  

 

 


